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This highly attractive book manages to combine statistical accuracy and
clarity with an easy and informal style, while covering a useful and relevant
range of material. The author is Princip al Lecturer in Statistics at the
University of Central Lancashire, and has clearly grap p led successfully with
the p roblem of how to teach basic statistical concep ts in an interesting and
accessible way while demanding no more than everyday numeracy.
In addition to the conventional top ics found in introductory statistics texts
—charts and grap hs, measures of average and variability, confidence
intervals and hyp othesis testing—this book includes a section on the
concep ts used in evidence-based medicine, such as odds ratios, relative risks
and numbers needed to treat. These are concep ts that anyone now working
in health care or medical research needs to be familiar with. The cop ious use
of figures as well as the cartoon drawings add to the accessibility...
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